Relationship-based.
Technology-driven

Networking Solutions.
Leveraging Technology

At AXISTECH, we are a solutionscentered technical organization and are
constantly adapting to the evolution of
multiple technology systems by
continuously improving our understanding of new industry standards and codes.
Whether you are modernizing, transferring or growing your communications
infrastructure, AXIS Technical Services
can recommend a customized solution for
your current and future networking plans.

AXISTECH offers a broad range of services in
structured cabling, fiber optics, wireless, security,
and audio visual. Current trends show sustained
growth in the usage of Fiber Optic cables leading
to faster, leaner, and future-proof infrastructures.
Fiber-based systems can support the current
bandwidth needs of Data Centres, such as 40G and
100G, and meet the environmental targets of LEED
installations. As compared to copper, fiber optics
offer more than 1,000 times as much bandwidth
and can transfer data more than 100 times further.

Fiber Optics Installation

Trusted Leaders for Your Fiber Optic Cabling
In today’s networked world, fiber optic cabling is essential for
transmitting information over longer distances and at higher
bandwidths. AXIS Technical Services is a recognized leader in fiber
optic cable installation, combining rigorous attention to detail with
proven technical skill. Regardless of your project’s application or
scale, we can create the custom solution that will work for you.

Structured Cabling

Cabling Infrastructure that Changes with Technology
Structured cabling provides the foundation for your business, and
the overall platform to meet all your data communications needs.
A well-designed and carefully implemented network cabling system
will support present and future bandwidth requirements. AXIS
Technical Services installs your data cabling quickly and
effectively, using only industry-leading designs.

Data Centers

Complete Server Room Installations
AXIS Technical Services is a leader in server room or data center
cabling. Whether you have a new Data Center project or need a
“structured cabling rescue,” AXIS Technical Services has the right
resources on hand. Our staff are highly-trained, industry certified,
and customer-driven.

Wireless Infrastructure

The Right Solutions Deployed Quickly and Professionally
AXIS Technical Services can provide the answer to your wireless
networking questions, overseeing all aspects of project management
from budget and time considerations to product resources. With our
experience in the industry, we provide the right technical resources
resulting in a wireless infrastructure that will be cutting-edge, fully-

Depth of Experience. Large Project Capabilities

mobile and tailored to your application.

“...Your staff was magnificent at coordinating activities during a fairly chaotic
transition time. The workmanship displayed speaks for itself – AXISTECH
technicians are obviously proud of what they do and deliver a quality product.
They are also nice people, and we enjoyed having them on site...”

Security Systems

Michael Marriott, Associate Director
Information and Computing Services,
Langara College

“..The AXISTECH staff has demonstrated on numerous occasions their extensive
knowledge of the cabling industry, commitment to quality and customer
satisfaction. I highly recommend AXIS Technical Services, and would not
hesitate to contract their services in the future...”
Chuck Berkowski, Senior Network Analyst
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

“... I can confidently recommend AXIS Technical Services as a solid and
dependable contractor who are experts in their field...”
Edmund Goh, RCDD NTS, OSP, TPM, AscT
ITS Consultant, Fraser Health Authority

Audio Visual

Your Source for Future-proof Security Systems
AXIS Technical Services offers the full range of security subsystems: Intrusion detection, Access control, Video surveillance
and Monitoring. We combine these elements to suit your business,
building integrated security systems for increased safety and loss
prevention. We cater to a wide-range of industries, including healthcare, education, government, retail, commercial and industrial.

Forward Thinking System Integration.
Custom Built for Your Business.
With technology’s rapid pace of change, audio visual projects
have become more complex. Our team will analyze your technical
requirements, and overall goals before creating a solution that is
best suited for your needs. Our audio visual and multimedia solutions are used extensively in government, educational institutions,
healthcare facilities, lecture theatres, public displays, and beyond.

Taking Ownership.
Streamlining Operations
> The AXISTECH Team

Call 604 559 AXIS (2947)
or email ROI@AxisTech.c a
to schedule a needs
assessment with our
management team

AXIS Technical Services was founded in 2005 based
on a need to bring more accountability and to streamline
operations in the communications infrastructure industry.
AXISTECH has risen to become the pulse of the
communications infrastructure industry in BC.
AXISTECH has extensive expertise in providing
integrated and scaleable solutions to the communications infrastructure community. Ranked as the 5th fastest
growing company in British Columbia by Business in
Vancouver. They are also proactive team members who
employ a needs-based system of business development
and are open to creating a process-driven approach to
achieving mutual success for all teams. With a complete
understanding of the information systems industry, the
management team brings a wealth of knowledge in
communications cabling design and installation,
business operations, technical skills and Customer
Relationship Management.

We at AXISTECH have a policy of total accountability for project completion. Our experienced
team is focused on resolving site challenges
quickly and efficiently. To help meet the needs
of our clients, a customer-care policy includes
24 / 7 / 365 accessibility.

CORE CLIENT SECTORS:
• Education Industry
• Healthcare Industry
• Government Institutions
• Entertainment Industry
• Resource-based Industry
• Media Industry
• Biomedical Research Industry
• Tourism and Hospitality Industries
• Retail Industry

Understanding Challenges.
Delivering Results
> Our Five-Step Assessment Process
With over five decades of combined experience our
step-by-step project assessment ensures the quality
and efficiency of all deliverables with a view to exceed
client expectations.
> Collaborating with our Clients and Assessing Past,
Current and Future Projects
> Researching and making Core Recommendations
while Establishing a Timeline for Execution
> Negotiating a Financial Agreement (Contract,
Monthly, Yearly) for Mutual Success
> Implementing a Workback Schedule and Creating an
Action Plan to Exceed Expectations
> Upon Project Completion; Reviewing Successful
Strategies and Areas of Improvement
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